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The evidence continues to mount that Chronic Lyme Disease (CLD) exists and must be addressed by the medical community
if solutions are to be found. Four National Institutes of Health (NIH) trials validated the existence and severity of CLD. Despite
the evidence, there are physicians who continue to deny the existence and severity of CLD, which can hinder eﬀorts to find a
solution. Recognizing CLD could facilitate eﬀorts to avoid diagnostic delays of two years and durations of illness of 4.7 to 9 years
described in the NIH trials. The risk to society of emerging antibiotic-resistant organisms should be weighed against the societal
risks associated with failing to treat an emerging population saddled with CLD. The mixed long-term outcome in children could
also be examined. Once we accept the evidence that CLD exists, the medical community should be able to find solutions. Medical
professionals should be encouraged to examine whether: (1) innovative treatments for early LD might prevent CLD, (2) early
diagnosis of CLD might result in better treatment outcomes, and (3) more eﬀective treatment regimens can be developed for CLD
patients who have had prolonged illness and an associated poor quality of life.

The evidence continues to mount that Chronic Lyme
Disease (CLD) exists and must be addressed by the medical community if solutions are to be found. Thirty-four
percent of a population-based, retrospective cohort study
in Massachusetts were found to have arthritis or recurrent
arthralgias, neurocognitive impairment, and neuropathy or
myelopathy, a mean of 6 years after treatment for Lyme
disease (LD) [1]. Sixty-two percent of a cohort of 215
consecutively treated LD patients in Westchester County
were found to have arthralgias, arthritis, and cardiac or
neurologic involvement with or without fatigue a mean
of 3.2 years after treatment [2]. Klempner trials’ subjects
presenting with “well-documented, previously treated Lyme
disease. . .had persistent musculoskeletal pain, neurocognitive symptoms, or dysesthesia, often associated with fatigue”
and were ill during a mean of 4.7 years after onset [3].
Fallon trial subjects presenting with “well-documented Lyme
disease, with at least 3 weeks of prior IV antibiotics,
current positive IgG Western blot, and objective memory
impairment,” were ill during a mean of 9 years after onset
[4]. Krupp LD subjects presented with “persistent severe
fatigue at least 6 or more months after antibiotic therapy”
[5].

There is also evidence that symptoms of CLD can
be severe [4–8]. The Klempner trials described the quality of life for patients with posttreatment chronic Lyme
disease (PTLD) as being equivalent to that of patients
with congestive heart failure or osteoarthritis, and their
physical impairment was “more than 0.5 SD greater than
the impairment observed in patients with type 2 diabetes or
a recent myocardial infarction” [3]. Fallon et al. described
pain reported by patients with Lyme encephalopathy as being
“. . .similar to those of postsurgery patients”, and their fatigue
“was similar to that of patients with multiple sclerosis.”
Limitations in physical functioning on a quality of life scale
were “comparable with those of patients with congestive
heart failure” [4].
Despite the above documented evidence, the 2006 Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) LD treatment
guideline panel questioned the existence of CLD [9]. The
IDSA panel concluded, “Considerable confusion and controversy exist over the frequency and cause of this process
and even over its existence” [9]. The IDSA panel referred to
chronic manifestations of LD as Post-Lyme disease syndrome
(PLDS), PTLD and CLD. There are shortcomings for each
term. The PLDS nomenclature implies that an active LD
has been successfully treated, that any remaining symptoms
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are merely harmless vestiges of previous illness, and that the
patient has been cured. The term PTLD merely implies that
LD has been treated with antibiotics for 10 to 30 days. The
CLD nomenclature implies that chronic manifestations of
LD are present with or without evidence of active infection
that cannot be reasonably explained by another illness.
There is no objective way to rule out an active infection.
Lab tests that can be very helpful in confirming a clinical
diagnosis of Lyme disease (such as the ELISA and Western
blot tests) are not useful in determining whether the infection has been adequately treated. Common LD symptoms
such as Bell’s palsy, erythema migrans rash, meningitis,
arthritis, or heart block, which are included in the current
surveillance definitions, can be useful in “ruling in” Lyme
disease, but the absence or disappearance of these symptoms
cannot “rule out” an ongoing infection. A population-based,
retrospective cohort study of individuals with a history of LD
revealed that they were significantly more likely to have joint
pain, memory impairment, and poor functional status due to
pain than persons without a history of LD, even though there
were no signs of objective findings on physical examination
or neurocognitive testing [10]. Two recent mouse studies
revealed that spirochetes persist despite antibiotic therapy
and that standard diagnostic tests are not able to detect their
presence [11, 12]. In sum, there are no clinical or laboratory
markers that identify the eradication of the pathogen.
The IDSA panel also questioned the severity of CLD
symptoms. The panel dismissed LD symptoms that persisted
or recurred after their recommended, short-term course of
treatment, stating that they were: “more related to the aches
and pains of daily living rather than to either Lyme disease
or a tickborne coinfection” [13]. The panel came to this
conclusion despite four NIH retreatment trials that validated
the severity of symptoms on 22 standardized measures of
fatigue, pain, role function, psychopathology, cognition, and
quality of life (QOL) [9].
Denying the existence and severity of CLD will continue
to hinder the eﬀorts to find a solution. Even in a prospective
trial of LD, 10 to 16% of patients treated at the time of an
erythema migrans rash remained symptomatic a mean of 30
months after treatment; the results varied depending on the
duration of antibiotics treatment [14]. The actual failure rate
in this prospective at 30 months is uncertain, given that 38%
of the subjects were not evaluable due to poor adherence,
receipt of intercurrent antibiotics, or development of a
second episode of erythema migrans [14]. Patients infected
with many other kinds of common bacteria—such as those
that cause tuberculosis, bronchitis, or UTIs—can experience
relapses after an initial course of antibiotic treatment fails
or proves inadequate. Doctors routinely retreat patients who
relapse in order to achieve a cure and prevent chronic
symptoms. Why should patients with Lyme disease be treated
diﬀerently?
The treatment failure rates could be exacerbated by
diagnostic delays. Feder described treatment delays of six
weeks in LD patients initially misdiagnosed with cellulitis
[15]. In his trial, Fallon noted treatment delays averaging
2 years [4] without examining the causes of the delay. In
my own practice, 32% of a consecutive case series of LD
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cases (confirmed by an ELISA and 5 or more positive bands
on a IgG Western blot) had an average treatment delay
of 1.8 years. [16] Of these, 60% conformed to Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) epidemiological
criteria, presenting with a rash, Bell’s palsy, or arthritis, yet,
still had a diagnostic delay [16]. Patients in this case series
were significantly more likely to fail their initial antibiotic
treatment if they had delayed treatment [16]. Vrethem et
al. concluded that patients treated because of neurological
symptoms of LD were much more likely to present with
persistent neuropsychiatric symptoms (headache, attention
problems, memory diﬃculties, and depression) three years
after treatment than a control group with erythema migrans
(50% versus 16%, P < .0001) [17].
The diagnostic delays could reflect the failure to consider
CLD in the diﬀerential diagnosis of chronic manifestations of
LD. Steere did not include CLD in the diﬀerential diagnosis
of patients seen in his university-based clinic. Instead, Steere
diagnosed three-quarters of patients with “fibromyalgia”
or “chronic fatigue syndrome” [18]. Similarly, Reid et al.
did not include CLD as a diagnosis in their university LD
clinic. Instead, he diagnosed these patients with “arthralgiamyalgia syndrome,” primary depression, asymptomatic deer
tick bites, osteoarthritis, and bursitis [16]. Hassett et al.
diagnosed PTLD in patients with a history of objective
evidence of LD, but withheld it from patients who lacked
such a history. Instead, this group was diagnosed with
“Chronic Multisymptom Illness (MUI) [19]. Their case
definition for Chronic Multisymptom Illness was: “ [having]
at least one or more chronic symptoms from at least 2 of 3
categories of symptoms including musculoskeletal, fatigue,
and mood cognition” that includes fibromyalgia, chronic
fatigue syndrome, and Gulf War syndrome [19].
The risks to the individual and society of CLD have not
been adequately considered [20]. As a group, CLD subjects
in the four NIH trials had a 4% risk of a serious adverse
event in the antibiotic treatment arms [4–6]. Yet, this risk
has not been weighed against the risk CLD patients face
if burdened with a long-term debilitating illness. The risk
to society of emerging resistant organisms also has not
been weighed against the societal risks associated with an
emerging population saddled with CLD [8].
The economic burden of CLD has yet to be addressed.
The mean cost estimate of CLD per patient in the US, of
$16,199 per annum in 2002 dollars [8], reflects the toll on
human health and cost to society. The annual per-patient
cost of CLD is substantially higher than the cost for other
common chronic illnesses: $10,911 for fibromyalgia [21], $
10,716 for rheumatoid arthritis [21], and $13,094 for lupus
[22]. Eighty-eight percent of the cost ($14,327) of Lyme
disease consisted of indirect medical cost, nonmedical cost,
and productivity losses. Cutting medical cost would save, at
most, only 12% or $1,872 per annum. In 2002, the annual
economic cost of LD in the US, based on the 23,000 cases
reported to the CDC that year, was estimated to be $203
million [8]. Considering that the actual number of LD cases
is believed to be 10 times higher than the number of cases
reported to the CDC, the actual annual cost could be $2
billion [23, 24].
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The burden of CLD is also reflected in testimony given by
Connecticut’s chief epidemiologist before the state’s Public
Health Department in 2004: “. . .roughly one percent of the
entire population or probably 34,000 people are getting a
diagnosis of Lyme Disease in Connecticut each year. . .20 to
25 percent of all families [in Connecticut] have had at least
one person diagnosed with Lyme Disease ever and. . .three to
five percent of all families have had someone diagnosed with
Lyme Disease in the past year” [24].
No additional antibiotic trials have been planned for
CLD patients despite the limitations of the Klempner
and Fallon trials. Klempners’ trials were limited by: (1)
uncertainty over whether the initial antibiotic treatment
was eﬀective, (2) ongoing illness despite a mean of three
previous treatments, (3) long onsets of illness averaging 4.7
years, (4) the poor quality of life of the subjects, and (5)
small, underpowered sample sizes of 51 and 78 subjects
[25]. The Fallon trial had similar limitations including: (1)
uncertainty over whether the initial antibiotic treatment was
eﬀective, (2) treatment delays averaging two years, (3) onsets
of illness averaging 9 years, (4) the severe pain, fatigue,
psychopathology, and poor QOL of subjects, and (5) a small
underpowered sample size of 37 subjects. The IDSA panel
did not suggest any further clinical trials to address these
limitations. In an editorial titled “Enough is Enough”, which
was published as a commentary on Fallon’s trial, Halperin,
an IDSA panel member, actually advised against further trials
[26].
There is also an urgent need to address the mixed longterm outcome in children. Eleven percent of children with
facial nerve palsy had persistent facial nerve palsy causing
dysfunctional and cosmetic problems at 6-month followup
[27]. Fourteen percent of 86 children had neurocognitive
symptoms associated with or after classic manifestations of
Lyme disease on followup [28]. Five of these children developed “behavioral changes, forgetfulness, declining school
performance, headache or fatigue and in two cases a partial
complex seizure disorder” [28]. Children with prior cranial
nerve palsy have significantly more behavioral changes (16%
vs. 2%), arthralgias and myalgias (21% vs. 5%), and memory
problems (8% vs. 1%) an average of 4 years after treatment
compared to controls [29].
Once we accept the evidence that CLD exists, the medical
community should be able to find solutions. Professionals
should be encouraged to examine whether: (1) innovative
treatments for early LD might prevent CLD, (2) early
diagnosis of CLD might result in better treatment outcomes,
and (3) more eﬀective regimens can be developed for CLD
patients who have had prolonged illness and an associated
poor quality of life.
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